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OER texts in Australia
• Thanks to Rajiv for the international context
• Australia is coming off a low-base (Bossu, Bull and Brown, 2012) and
the pace of exploration is picking up
• Caveat – 12 NCSEHE month project, impossible to be across
everything!
• Informed by the published literature, the OER-SIG network, and the 5
unis who are participating in the research

OER texts in Australia
• USQ : pioneers and early leadership (Jim Taylor, Ken Udas,
Helen Partridge, David Bull); strong leadership currently at
USQ through Adrian Stagg OEP-SIG
• UTas also active early esp research through Corinna Bossu
• La Trobe uni major OER text publishing project (“eBureau”)
• Many unis have an OER Libguide; some have harvested OER
citations and imported into their catalogues eg Deakin

Recent OER text
examples in
Australia

La Trobe’s
eBureau
https://library.latrobe.edu.au/ebureau

La Trobe’s
eBureau
First titles published in 2017

QUT’s
PressBooks
pilot
https://qut.pressbooks.pub/

USQ’s
PressBooks
https://usq.pressbooks.pub/

First Australian Uni to join Open
Textbook Library network

RMIT’s
Textbook
Heroes
Tracks cost savings to students and
teaching benefits
https://emedia.rmit.edu.au/oer/textbook
-hero/

ANU Press
(OA Press)

ANU Press brochure (2020): >921 titles
“ANU Press was the first and is now the
largest open access university press in
the world”, has a series on Indigenous
knowledges and topics

“The first Indigenous language etextbook, which revives and preserves the Gamilaraay language”

Sydney Open
Library (SOL)

“SOL” hosts academic monographs and
textbooks published by Sydney University Press
in open access, covering subjects across the
humanities and social sciences. SOL was
launched in 2019 with over 40 titles.”

Open Textbook as Social Justice: research
Deakin
Uni

• 64 interviews
• 19 students at 2 unis
• Cohort 1: Masters mostly international, blended/online;
• Cohort 2: Undergraduate mix of local and external

• 45 staff at 5 unis

Charles
Darwin
Uni
La Trobe
Uni

• Key staff: libraries, eLearning, leadership/policy
• OER adopters, adapters and authors

Funded by
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Open Textbook as Social Justice: research
Deakin
Uni

• 64 interviews
• 19 students at 2 unis
• Mix of Masters and undergraduate, local and international

• 45 staff at 5 unis
• Key staff: libraries, eLearning, leadership/policy
• OER adopters, adapters and authors

• National online survey of teaching staff

Adapting
OER with
students

Funded by

RMIT

Charles
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QUT

Authoring
OER

“To what extent do OER texts have
the potential to act as social justice
initiatives in Australian Higher Ed as
they do overseas?”
Overarching Research Question

What do I mean by social justice?
Redistribution
Economic dimension

• Nancy Fraser - Three different
principles or “angles”
• Interpreted for open education
(Lambert 2018; Hodgkinson-Williams
2018)

(cost to access)

Recognition
Socio-cultural
dimension (diverse
content)

Representation
Political dimension
(who can speak, who
is heard; authorship
and citations)
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What do I mean by social justice?
Redistribution
Economic dimension
(cost to access)

Recognition
Disability  Ability, Capability
Let’s talk about your abilities,
Tell me what you need to get
this assignment done?
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dimension (diverse
content)

Representation
Political dimension
(who can speak, who
is heard; authorship
and citations)

What do I mean by social justice?
Redistribution
Economic dimension
(cost to access)

Recognition

Disadvantaged  complex lives,
resilience, capable
I’ve got two part time jobs and 2
kids to care for too. Tell me how
we can help?
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Social Justice is why
these examples are
so compelling…

Business Writing for Everyone

• By Arley Cruthers, see the adaptation statement
• Canadian content, changed names to reflect classroom composition,
Gender neutral language, First Nations representation and recognition
• “The author also collaborated with Brenda Fernie, who is the president of
Seyem, the economic development branch of the Kwantlen Nation, to
produce a series of narratives that connect to the topic explored in the
book.”

Text for KPU Botany course
• By Michella Nakano
• seamlessly weaves in First Nations usage of
plants for survival over millenia

First paragraph of
first section of the
book

Diversifying OpenStax Psychology text
• Nusbaum, A.T., 2020. Who Gets to Wield Academic Mjolnir?:
On Worthiness, Knowledge Curation, and Using the Power of
the People to Diversify OER. Journal of Interactive Media in
Education, 2020(1), p.4. DOI: http://doi.org/10.5334/jime.559
• Impact: “Overall, first-generation students had a reduced sense
of belonging related to their financial circumstances. However,
this effect was ameliorated for first-generation students who
read the diversified chapter, compared to those who read the
original chapter.”
• NB: Sarah Ahmed writes about the increased emotional effort
required to fit in to an organization, if you’re seen as different

Charles Darwin University
• Dr Johanna Funk, teaching Cultural Capability
• Adopting and adapting OER
• Addition of 4 new case study chapters written by students
• Each case was the students’ major assignment
• Dr Funk tweaked the assessment in 2020 to give students the option to
publish their work
• co-ordinated, reviewed/quality checked their work, modified in PressBooks

Charles Darwin University
• Dr Johanna Funk
• adaptation of an OER
• Addition of 4 new case study chapters written by students
• Each case was the students’ major assignment
• Dr Funk tweaked the assessment in 2020 to give students the option to
publish their work, co-ordinated, reviewed/quality checked their work,
modified in PressBooks

Research: Do the students care?
• Redistributive justice – cost of textbooks
• “seriously shocked at the prices”, “financial burden”, “outrageously
expensive on top of study costs”
• Extreme gratitude for free digital library access “a blessing”
• Just not worth it, rely on PPTs, only use the texts for two
weeks/exams/one semester/difficult topics
• Happier if a text is used for the whole year, or a reference for the
whole course
• Borrow or buy cheaper digital options including from PDF sites

Research: Do the students care?
• Redistributive justice – impact of digital licencing restrictions
• All students except 2 were impacted to some degree by the digital licencing
restrictions
• From irritation to inconvenience to refusal to use
• Some were forced into purchasing books, especially for open book exams
• Particularly difficult for external students (over 1000 kms from the library)
• Encouraged a whole host of “hacks” or workarounds and strategic
behaviours to get unrestricted copies
• Those who went without some/all of the texts had anxiety that they were
not so well prepared for exams

Research: Do the students care?
• Recognitive and representational justice
• Many said it depends on the topic
• Foundations topics thought to be less important (“maths is just maths”)
• Social sciences and health very important, “applied” topics

• Most students provided examples of under-representation of women
and indigenous people as both authors and topics for the textbook
• Some provided examples of under-representation of Asian and nonwhite people, Euro-centricism

Research: Do the students care?
• Recognitive and representational justice – comparing different units
• Half the students interviewed had experienced a unit which had
inclusion and socio-cultural recognition woven through the whole
curriculum, the teaching moments and the texts
• They had a lot more to say, very concrete comparisons between this
and other units and other texts

Plenty to say, concrete comparisons
• S09 “It [content]’s not representative of anyone. The photographs
tend to be dominated by white people for a start and they don't look
Australian. Most of the time I think they just use stock photo library.
And the content is very often very Eurocentric so you don't get input
from a lot of scholarly material that's out there from Asia or India and
there's an enormous amount of Indian work on [topic X] for instance.”

Plenty to say, concrete comparisons
• S12 “There was so many different cultures represented and so many
different readings represented on how to think about different things in
different ways.”
• In other units, “I definitely think that definitely the nursing, I felt like it was
very much male orientated coming from like the more male side.”
• S12 “I noticed the men names always seem to come first and they always
look very Anglo, the names, so no, they're not very Multicultural. So, there
isn't a lot of diversity in the authors.”
• S15 “In the sociology one as well. It's all old white guys from a hundred
years ago.”

For others, a bolt from the blue
• Other students in a Masters Business cohort needed to be shown
some examples to evaluate the importance, “a bolt from the blue”
• Not front of mind, new terms, not used to discussing these ideas
• Had to cast their minds back and re-consider their texts
• “but I don't really care about that. So maybe I didn't notice” Later
reflects that actually women are missing in her Business texts,
particularly in Finance.

The aha! moment
• S01 immediately began connecting the idea of correcting under-representation in texts to similar
projects he is doing on multi-culturalism and SDGs, he was energised by the conversation.
• [S01, male, Business, post-grad, international student]:” it really triggers… it triggers the mind…
as a very simple example in this conversation. You said to me, you know, a very simple example…
and suddenly I started thinking about my textbooks [00:58:09] and I was not really able to come
up with that (gender or indigenous representation examples) and which made me think … ah well
she has a great point ….but then eventually right and then eventually all of the indigenous
examples …. if I would have been reading all those things they would have been very normal to
me because for a student, I think books and lectures are really are really you know … they stick to
the head…”

Now that I think about it…
• S06 notes gender imbalance in business texts, generally “have men,
men and men again”; also gave very specific examples of lack of
cultural diversity, ie “Nelson Mandela” is missing as a
business/comms leader in the textbook.
• S04 Generally not a problem, but then later noted there were no
Asian women in her textbooks and “it's a little bit unfair but I think
because the men … They can do really well, but I think women can
do it as well as they can.” Also noted no black people in the
textbooks.

Now that I think about it…
• Vietnamese student “lit up” recalling the first time he read a journal
paper by a Vietnamese professor
• “Yeah. Absolutely excited…yeah I remember earlier when in my first
semester. I see one of the writers in the paper and actually they are
my kind … my first Vietnamese lecturer in the university in yeah, so
it's kind of a really interesting to see them and you know how you
know their title (e.g. Professor)…that he’s going to be like going on…to
the world.”

Gendered racism front of mind…
• Recognitive and representational justice – life experience
• S07 provided a long and passionate narrative about personal
experiences of gendered racism in her work life and
practicum/internship placement
• S07 didn’t take any time to think about it: “barely women are
mentioned. It's all about the men. Even the textbook for retail
management, which is a female dominated workforce, did not have
women visible in it.”
• Many international students consulted and interviewed very keen to
get involved in projects to diversity contents as part of assignments or
voluntary work experience

“What a great idea! I didn’t think of that!”
• Staff interviewees - recognitive and representation justice ideas were
also not front of mind
• However they usually embraced them enthusiastically and grasped
the importance right away

There are many positive examples too!
• WAHED presentation 17/11/20
• Focussing on staff interviews
• Many good examples of Australian staff actively working to diversify their
texts
• Curation of more diverse reading lists
• Authoring of more diverse textbooks - both OER and commercial

• Staff survey data
•
•
•
•
•

94% interested to adopt in future (n=108)
88% would use open texts if they had institutional support (n=107)
73% interested in adapting for Australian context (n=107)
67% interested in adapting to diversify content (n=106)
66% interested in being part of a community to author textbooks (n=105)

What can the Library do? Powerful actions!
• “Look at this excellent example” Show examples of OER
texts with embedded diversity
• Keep the focus on the students: remind them about the
stats on affordability, and cultural diversity or your own
cohorts
• Reviewing readings lists for diversity: provide support
• Help the university Connect the dots between their
equity policies/strategies and their aspirations for open
access, OER and digital strategies.

What can the Library do? Powerful actions!
“Wonder-twin powers, activate!”
• Diversity policies and Digital
Learning strategies
• OER/teaching and
OA/research: form a co-alition
and work together
• Libraries and L&T centres:
PressBooks is GO!
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